TOUGH, SAFE,
ERGONOMIC,
ANTIMICROBIAL.
THAT’S THE WAY
WE ROLL.

MEESE.
INNOVATION AND
SAFETY FROM
DAY ONE.
Meese has been delivering superior rotomolded solutions for the laundry,
healthcare and hospitality industries for more than 50 years. As a market leader,
we understand the changing needs and daily challenges our wide variety of
customers face every day.

Meese has always been at the forefront of product innovation and design.
n Implemented the first plastic laundry carts in the early 1970s
n Created the popular and often-copied 72P followed by an entire line of Poly-Trux
n products to meet a wide variety of customer needs
n With a focus on consistent high quality to meet customer need, invested in multiple
rotomolding facilities across the country utilizing the most advanced rotomolding technology
n Developed and introduced ergonomically-beneficial products to support the long term
n safety of all customers and end users (Meese ERGO)
n Constantly working to innovate, introduced the first ever antimicrobial Poly-Trux to
make the best material handling products even better (Meese Silva-Trux)
n Introduced accessories to support customer needs in all environments including
n rotomolded lockable lids and doors, premium casters, lightweight and easy to convert
n poly shelves, and a variety of high end graphic options that can be integrated into the
n poly to meet any branding needs
n Designed all products with a metal free interior to ensure customer products are
n protected from rust stains as well as potential snags and tears
n Implemented innovative High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) to make carts lighter
n and stronger

PROUDLY

MADE IN

USA

72P.
DURABLE.
RELIABLE.
UNBEATABLE.

Made of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
compared to Linear Low Density Polyethylene
(LLDPE), common with many competitors

The 72P Poly-Trux,® designed and trademarked by Meese in 1972, has long been
the industry standard for tough, safe and dependable laundry carts. As the preferred
cart in the laundry industry, it directly addresses the needs of the laundry customer.

Hand holes

And now there’s more reason than ever to make sure your cart is a Meese 72P.
We made the best even better by innovating our carts with new ground-breaking
technology and design elements.
The 72 ERGO provides important ergonomic benefits including a coiled spring
platform built into the cart itself to help ensure the safety of your team members
by making repetitive loading and unloading easier and faster.

Ergonomic front cutout

The 72P Silva-Trux is our antimicrobial solution, created to protect carts from
deterioration caused by mold and mildew.
All iterations of the 72P are always built with High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
to make them rugged and lightweight. The base and body are designed to prevent
any bending or bowing and the optional lid and door are also rotomolded and have
been developed to withstand all the rough and tumble work of laundry transportation.
The casters are simply the best in the industry and fully backed by warranty.
Meese continues to be dedicated to supporting their customers with the evolution
of the original 72P. The 72 Ergo, 72L, 72 Biohazard, 72S and 72 Silva-Trux the were
designed to optimize their customers’ workplace to ensure success now and in
the future.
72 ERGO

72L

72P BIOHAZARD

72S with lid and door

Torque-resistant, molded-in inserts mean
no rust in the interior of the cart
Heavy-duty powder-coated steel base
Four 6” x 2,” gray, rubber, non-marking casters
Optimally placed drain holes

MEESE ERGO
PRODUCTS
ELEVATE LAUNDRY
AND PRODUCTIVITY.

Meese is dedicated to creating innovative products that keep your workplace
safe and productive. With unique ergonomic features, many Meese products
help employees stay safe while on the job. For example,
our Spring-Loaded Ironer Feed Carts are ergonomicallydesigned with a coiled spring platform that quickly and
conveniently moves laundry up into the hands of your team members.
This prevents back strain that typically results in injuries and significantly
decreased productivity.

Ergonomic spring platform
offers less bending and safer
operations.

The 72 ERGO and the 72L are also equipped with a special cutaway design
to help make repetitive loading and unloading of linens easier than ever.
This helps increase productivity while minimizing missed work days and
potential workman’s compensation claims.

The rising platform enables
faster loading and unloading
without straining team
members’ backs.

And all Meese ERGO products are rotationally molded and chemicalresistant and made with high-density, lightweight polyethylene (HDPE)
which means they are waterproof, rugged and dependable.

72 ERGO

Easy rolling casters help
lighten the load for your
team members.

72L

28P16

28P18

25P24

Optional caster
brakes and
swivel locks keep
carts safely in place.

THE CLEANEST
LAUNDRY DEMANDS
THE CLEANEST RIDE.
INTRODUCING SILVA-TRUX,
THE WORLD’S FIRST
ANTIMICROBIAL
POLY-TRUX.
Meese Silva-Trux are the first and only proven antimicrobial Poly-Trux on the market.
The Meese Silva-Trux line offers an enhanced layer of protection to stop microbial growth.
This technology was added to five of the most popular Meese carts: the 70P Silva-Trux,
the 72P Silva-Trux, the 90P Silva-Trux, the 92P and the 101P Silva-Trux.
Meese Silva-Trux are infused by an antimicrobial agent that protects the
carts from deterioration caused by mold and mildew. The infusion also helps
Silva-Trux guard against odors and stains from microbial growth.
Silva-Trux does not protect users or others against disease causing bacteria.
Always clean this product thoroughly after each use.

72P Silva-Trux
70P Silva-Trux

90P Silva-Trux

92P Silva-Trux

101P Silva-Trux

BULK-TRUX
7 0 P P O LY-T R U X ®

Overview: This rugged cart is the first in the Poly-Trux line of
carts made in 1970. The 70P led the way for laundry carts of the
future but remains a mainstay in the industry today. The 70P has
the same body type as the 72P but is slightly shorter, making it
preferred by some customers dealing with space constraints.
®
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Overview: This often-imitated Poly-Trux® bulk cart is the
standard by which all other carts are judged. In the 70’s,
Meese designed and trademarked the Poly-Trux® line of carts,
starting with the 70P, to directly meet the needs of their laundry
customers. Meese then went and made the best even better by
introducing the 72P, a taller version of the 70P built with the same
strength and functionality of the original, but designed to maximize even more space. Although many companies claim to offer
the 72P, Meese is the only company that offers the true original.
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Overview: The 72S, an upgraded version of the classic 72P, has
superior strength, durability and security yet a sophisticated and
contemporary design. The 72S is designed for customers that
need a more modern and sophisticated look to their cart especially in public facing locations such as high-end hotels, resorts,
health clubs, and restaurants. The brand-conscious 72S customer
can even opt to have their logo molded-onto or molded-into
the cart. Its ergonomic cutaway design helps speed loading
and unloading and like all Meese carts, has a metal free interior
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Overview: The 71P has the same classic construction as the
Meese flagship 72P but it is a narrower and taller sized cart.
The 71P is made for optimum usage in tight spaces like
elevators and older buildings.
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Overview: This cart is the same narrow size as the 71P
although slightly shorter (3”) for use in even tighter spaces with
a slightly different design. The 73P differs from the 71P due
to its deep V-shaped cutout in the front. This more ergonomic
functionality means easier loading and unloading.

Dimensions 48” L x 28½” W x 54½” H / Inside Depth: 47”
Capacity 29 Bushels/36 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 126 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 70 fits 60 per std. trailer; 70 with lid and door
fits 42 per std. trailer

Dimensions 48” L x 28½” W x 68½” H
Inside Depth: 59”
Capacity 38 Bushels/48 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 140 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 72 fits 60 per std. trailer

to avoid snags and tears. The 72S has an optional lockable lid
and door to deter theft and secure goods during transport and
storage.
Dimensions 48” L x 28½” W x 66½” H - Inside Depth: 59”
Capacity 38 Bushels/48 cubic feet
Load Capacity 1000 lbs.
Shipping Weight 115 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 72S fits 60 per std. trailer; 72S with lid and door
fits 42 per std. trailer
Dimensions 40” L x 26” W x 75½” H / Inside Depth: 68”
Capacity 32 Bushels/39 cubic feet
Load Capacity 600 lbs.
Shipping Weight 142 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 71P fits 70 per high bay trailer

Dimensions 41” L x 28½” W x 72” O.A.H. - Inside Depth: 64”
Capacity 34 Bushels/42 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 140 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 73P (3) trucks side by side in standard trailers (45)
upright + (16) more stacked on top, a total of (61) per trailer.
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Dimensions 41” L x 28½” W x 59” O.A.H
H - Inside Depth: 51”
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 122 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Standard (2) Trucks side-by-side in standard trailers
trailers (42) upright + (18) more stacked on top.
A total of (60) per trailer.
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accidentally pulled off. The placard flips down to signify the cart
is clean and flips up to indicate biohazard material is in the cart.
The cart is easily identified in Biohazard red or orange. The 70P
Biohazard has an optional rotomolded lockable lid and door to
deter theft and secure goods during transport and storage.

Overview: This rugged cart has the same great quality and
characteristics of the 70P but is slightly taller and narrower.
This nimble cart is a popular choice in lower volume laundries
and small hotel laundries dealing with tight spaces. The 74P
is built with rugged construction, a reinforced base, and high
quality casters.

Overview: The 70P Biohazard Poly-Trux has the same rugged
body construction, reinforced base and high quality casters as
the 70P with the added benefit of the Biohazard feature uniquely created for use in hospitals, medical clinics and other places
where biohazardous waste is a threat The 70P Biohazard has
the same body type as the 72P but is slightly shorter, making
it preferred by some customers dealing with size constraints.
The 70P Biohazard creates a necessary barrier between soiled
linens and human contact. It features special designated hinged
“Biohazard” placards riveted in recesses of the cart on both front
and back to ensure they don’t get snagged or
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Overview: The 72P Biohazard has the same rugged construction
as the 72P, with its reinforced base, and high quality casters. But
the 72P Biohazard is uniquely created for use in hospitals, medical
clinics and other places where biohazardous waste is a threat.
The 72P Biohazard features special designated hinged “Biohazard”
placards riveted in recesses of the cart on both front and back to
ensure they don’t get snagged or accidentally pulled off.
The placard flips down to signify the cart is clean and flips up to
indicate biohazard material is in the cart. The cart is easily identified

ERGONOMIC PRODUCTS

Dimensions 48” L x 28½” W x 54½” H / Inside Depth: 47”
Capacity 29 Bushels/36 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 126 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 70P fits 60 per std. trailer; 70P Biohazard with lid
and door
in Biohazard red or orange. The 72P Biohazard has an optional
rotomolded lockable lid and door to deter theft and secure goods
during transport and storage.
Dimensions 48” L x 28½” W x 68½” H / Inside Depth: 59”
Capacity 38 Bushels/48 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 140 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 72P fits 60 per standard trailer. 72P Biohazard with lid
and door fits 42 per standard trailer. A total of (60) per trailer.
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Dimensions 48” L x 28½” W x 65” H / Inside Depth: 58”
Capacity 29 Bushels/35 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 148 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 72 ERGO fits 60 per std. trailer; 72 ERGO with lid
and door fits 42 per std. trailer
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wellness by reducing the potential for physical strain
when processing flatwork.

Overview: Meese developed the 72 ERGO with ergonomics
and safety in mind to make it easier for your team members
to load and unload loose linens, laundry bags and other
goods. The 72 ERGO elevates it’s spring loaded platform
to a comfortable working height, which reduces repetitive
bending and reaching into the cart, and shortens the
distance goods need to be lifted. It dramatically minimizes
the potential for injuries and workers’ compensation claims.

Overview: This ergonomic and worker-friendly feed cart was
designed to fit comfortably underneath the ironer feed board
for easy access to linen. The 28P16 is slightly longer and
narrower than the 28P18 to accommodate wider ironers and
remain conveniently placed under the feed board. The coil
spring platform rises as items are removed, making it easier for
team members to access linen. This promotes productivity and

Dimensions 59½” L x 20½” W x 31½” H
Capacity 16 Bushels
Load Capacity 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight 108 lbs. for standard part with spring
platform only
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Dimensions 56” L x 24” W x 31” H
Capacity 16 Bushels
Load Capacity 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight 130 lbs. for standard part with spring
platform only
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Dimensions 66½” L x 35” W x 31 H
Load Capacity Spring platform fully compresses at 136 lbs.
(34 lbs per spring)
Shipping Weight 146 lbs. for standard part with
platform only
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Dimensions 66” L x 35” W x 38” H
Load Capacity Spring platform fully compresses at 136 lbs
(34 lbs per spring)
Shipping Weight 176 lbs. for standard part with
platform only
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Dimensions 48” L x 28½” W x 66½”H - Inside Depth: 59”
Capacity 38 Bushels/48 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 140 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 72L Standard (2) trucks side by side in standard trailers
(42) upright + (18) more stacked on top.
A total of (60) per trailer.

INDUSTRIAL SORTING TABLE E R G O

Dimensions 97” L x 47” W x 36 ½” H - Working Height: 30”
Capacity 54 cubic feet of volume below front opening
Load Capacity 400 lbs.
Shipping Weight 105 lbs. for standard part only
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Great for linen drops from either slings or dryers, these units are
designed to take a beating while also being a safe and ergonomic
in-plant option. As an added ergonomic option, the 54P40E
features a lower cut out in one of the walls to provide better
accessibility for team members.

Overview: This ergonomic and worker-friendly feed cart was
designed to fit comfortably underneath the ironer feed board
for easy access to linen. The 28P18 is wider than the 28P16 with
slightly different dimensions. The coil spring platform rises as
items are removed, making it easier for team members to access
linen. This promotes productivity and wellness by reducing the
potential for physical strain when processing flatwork.
Overview: The 25P24 is an ergonomically-designed, workerfriendly, all-use spring platform cart. The spring-loaded platform
rises as items are removed, improving productivity by reducing
the need for bending and lifting when processing linens in
a laundry setting, sorting recyclable materials in an e-scrap
setting, or handling products in a distribution center.

Overview: The 25P30 is an ergonomically designed, workerfriendly, multi-use coil spring platform cart. It is slightly taller
than the 25P24. The spring-loaded platform rises as items are
removed, improving productivity by reducing the need for
bending and lifting when processing linens in a laundry setting,
sorting recyclable materials in an e-scrap setting, or handling
products in a distribution center.
Overview: This cart has all the great features of a 72P with
some ergonomic features that greatly improve its ease of use.
The lower, wider cutout opening in the cart makes for easier
access to all items inside. The 72L is made of chemical resistant,
waterproof polyethylene and comes with a powder coated steel
base and industrial strength casters.

Overview: This heavy duty, durable and versatile sorting table
is meant to handle anything from sorting e-scrap components
to 200 pound slings dropped from a ceiling in a laundry. The
sorting table’s unique sorting functionality makes it perfect for any
sorting task. Commonly used in laundry, recycling and materials
handling, it has heavy duty roto-molded legs to allow it to handle
significant impact without stopping production. Optional leg
braces are available for extra support for really heavy duty jobs.
Overview: These durable Utility-Trux are large, rugged and
efficient carts designed for a number of applications in various
industries including laundry, material handling, e-scrap and
ecommerce fulfillment. Their waterproof, rugged, low-centerof-gravity body and industrial strength swivel casters make the
54P40 Utility-Trux easy to roll, easy to maneuver and able to
withstand heavy loads. The ribs and solid rim across the top of all
four walls provides added strength to these nestable Utility-Trux.

Dimensions 76” L x 40½” W x 32” H
Capacity 32 Bushels
Load Capacity 1200 lbs.

SHAME THEY
DON’T COME
WITH ODOMETERS.

SHELF-TRUX

101P SHELF-TRUX®

Overview: The rugged 101P is a smart, practical, long-lasting choice

90P SHELF-TRUX®
Overview: The 90P is a rugged, versatile, popular, often-imitated
shelf truck preferred by many hospitals and healthcare clinics
around the country due to its practicality, strength and durability.
The original “Roundtripper,”the 90P started a movement with convertible shelf carts. The 90P comes standard with removable wire
shelves perfect for delivering folded goods, cleanly and efficiently.
When empty, these shelves can be converted to the soiled position
to form a “wall,”making the transportation of soiled linens cleaner
and easier within the hospital setting.

Dimensions 48” L x 28½” W x 64” O.A.H.
Capacity 32 bushels/38 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 150 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers (60) per standard trailer
Shipping Weight 126 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: 70 fits 60 per std. trailer;

92P SHELF-TRUX®

Dimensions 48” L X 28½” W “X 68” O.A.H
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 158 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; (2) Trucks side-by-side in
standard trailers, (42) upright + (18) more stacked on top a total of (60) per trailer.

Overview: The 92P, similar to but slightly taller than the 90P,
is a popular, often-imitated shelf truck preferred by many hospitals and healthcare clinics around the country. The 92P comes
with removable wire shelves. When full, this “Roundtripper”cart
is perfect for delivering folded goods, cleanly and efficiently.
When empty, these wire shelves can be converted to the soiled
position to form a “wall,”making the transportation of soiled
linens cleaner, safer, and easier.

87P SHELF-TRUX®

Overview: The 87P is a popular shelf truck often found in
hospitals and healthcare facilities around the country for the
transportation of clean and soiled linen. The 87P offers a
convenient and more organized solution to the daily challenge
of delivering linens from cart to floor. This unique cart comes
standard with two removable convertible wire shelves,
but was designed to have room for an optional third shelf.

88P SHELF-TRUX®

Overview: This strong yet lightweight shelf truck is very similar
in features to the 87P, only in a narrower body style. The 88P
offers a convenient, and more organized solution to the daily
challenge of delivering linens from cart to floor. It comes
with removable wire shelves that are easily converted from the
clean to soil position and back. The 88P is thinner than the 87P
and, therefore, preferred by many customers that need their
carts to fit into narrow spaces during the transportation of linens
from cart to shelf.

84P SHELF-TRUX®

Overview: The 84P is a longer version of the 90P, often found
in hospitals and healthcare facilities around the country for the
transportation of clean and soiled linen. The 84P offers a
convenient and more organized solution to the daily challenge
of delivering linens from cart to floor. It comes with removable
wire shelves that are easily converted from the clean to soil
position and back.

Dimensions 60”L x 22½” W x 68” O.A.H.
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 174 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; (40) Per standard trailer,
(4) Trux side-by-side

Dimensions 48”L x 22” W x 68” O.A.H.
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 143 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; (52) per standard trailer,
(4) trux across

Dimensions 54½” L x 27½” W x 62” O.A.H.
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 180 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; (33) per standard trailer

in shelf trucks due to its efficient size, strong construction and breakthrough shelf design feature. The non-removable, hinged, shelf system
enables shelves to be repositioned quickly for use in delivery and
return of linens. And, since the shelves stay in the carts, there is no
chance for them to get lost. The all-poly shelves (in colonial white as
standard) are easy to clean and, as a result, help maintain optimum
sanitary conditions.

Dimensions 60½” L x 24” W x 71¼” O.A.H.
Capacity 38 Bushels/46½ cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 210 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; (50) per standard trailer

102P SHELF-TRUX®

Dimensions 48 L x 24” W x 72¾” O.A.H.
Capacity 30 Bushels/37 cubic feet
Load Capacity 600 lbs.
Shipping Weight 157 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; fits (68) per standard trailer

103P SHELF-TRUX®

Dimensions 48¾” L x 26¾” W x 63” O.A.H.
Capacity 30½ Bushels/38 cubic feet
Load Capacity 600 lbs.
Shipping Weight 170 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; (54) per standard trailer

100P SHELF-TRUX®

Dimensions 48½” L x 29” W x 62” O.A.H.
Capacity 32 Bushels/38 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 184 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; (60) per standard trailer

95P SHELF-TRUX®

Dimensions 60” L x 28” W 70” O.A.H
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 194 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers

Overview: The rugged 102P is a smart, practical, long-lasting
choice in shelf trucks due to its efficient size, strong construction
and break-through shelf design feature. The non-removable,
hinged, shelf system enables shelves to be repositioned quickly
for use in delivery and return of linens. And, since shelves stay
in the carts, there is no chance for them to get lost. The all-poly
shelves (in colonial white as standard) are easy to clean and,
as a result, help maintain optimum sanitary conditions.

Overview: The rugged 103P is a smart, practical, longlasting choice in shelf trucks due to its efficient size, strong
construction and break-through shelf design feature.
The non-removable, hinged, all-polyethylene shelf system
enables shelves to be repositioned quickly for use in delivery
and return of linens. And, since shelves stay in the carts there
is no chance for them to get lost. The all-poly shelves (in colonial
white as standard) are easy to clean and, as a result, help
maintain optimum sanitary conditions
Overview: The rugged, versatile 100P is a solid, heavy duty,
long-lasting shelf truck designed to operate under even the
toughest conditions in a variety of situations. The 100P comes
standard with easy-to-clean, ventilated all-poly shelves that are
quickly and easily converted from the clean position to the soil
position and back with barely any effort. The wall thickness,
wraparound steel rim support, and industrial grade casters
make this cart extra durable and able to handle large, daily
loads with ease.

Overview: The rugged 95P Poly-Trux is the premier,
extra-large bulk truck that offers the ultimate in delivery
volume. This bulk truck is designed for maximum loading
situations, most often in the hospital setting. It comes standard
with two removable convertible wire shelves.

90PL SHELF-TRUX®

Overview: The 90PL bulk laundry cart is a rugged, versatile,
popular, shelf truck with the added benefit of doors, a solid lid,
and a built in security lock. It is preferred by many hospitals
and healthcare clinics around the country due to its practicality,
strength, durability and security. The 90PL comes with two, nonremovable, ventilated polyethylene shelves and a solid, closed
top. The 90PL’s lockable doors act as an important barrier from
the elements and extra security. Both doors are attached by a
molded-in door reinforcing bar, opening flush to the side of

90PSL SHELF-TRUX®

Overview: The 90PSL is a smooth, sleek, versatile, lockable,
round-tripper shelf truck, perfect for both clean linen delivery
and soiled linen pick up and return. It is a favorite in hospitals,
healthcare clinics and luxury properties around the world.
The 90PSL comes with two removable and repositionable
ventilated polyethylene shelves, a split hinged lid for ergonomic
access and lockable doors to deter theft and protect from the
elements. When full, this cart is perfect for delivering folded
goods, cleanly and efficiently. When empty, these shelves can

UTILITY-TRUX

the cart, enhancing usability and the accessibility of the cart’s
contents while the built in security lock deters access.
Dimensions 48” L x 28½” W x 62” O.A.H.
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Capacity 32 bushels/30 cubic feet
Shipping Weight 238 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; (42) Per standard trailer, (2)
Trux side by side
be converted to the soiled position to form a “wall”, making
the transportation of soiled linens cleaner and easier.
Dimensions 50” L x 30¾” W x 64½” O.A.H.
Inside Depth: 54”
Capacity 32 Bushels/38 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 243 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers; (3) trux side-by-side, 36 per
standard trailer
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Dimensions 35½” L x 24½” W x 35” H
Capacity 11 Bushels
Load Capacity 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight 62 lbs. for standard part only
NOTE: Non-nesting containers (60) per standard trailer
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Dimensions 39 ½” L x 28 ½” W x 38 ½” H
Capacity 16 Bushels
Load Capacity 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight 80 lbs. for standard part only

Overview: The 50P series is the workhorse of the Utility-Trux
line. It can handle nearly any product or material imaginable,
under even the toughest conditions. The 50P12 has the same
body style as the bigger 50P16 and is used in a variety of
ways for recycling, construction and demolition, and material
handling.
Overview: The 50P series is the workhorse of the Utility-Trux
line. It can handle nearly any product or material imaginable,
under even the toughest conditions. The 50P14 has the same
body style as the bigger 50P16 and is used in a variety of
ways for recycling, construction and demolition, and material
handling.
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Overview: The 50P series is the workhorse of the Utility-Trux
line. It can handle any product or material imaginable, under
even the toughest conditions. The 50P16R is the most popular of
the series used in a variety of ways for recycling, construction and
demolition. The ultra-rugged, waterproof, and extremely versatile
50P16R Utility-Trux is a recycling specific version that has 6 industrial strength casters for easy turning, an economical, lightweight

base and a “Recycling” logo graphic. They fit neatly 3 across in
standard trailers to maximize space efficiency and cut
the number of trips needed for collection and delivery.
Dimensions 43½” L x 28½” W x 38½” H
Capacity 18 Bushels
Load Capacity 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight 64 lbs. for standard part only
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Dimensions 29½” L X 29½” W X 46” H
Capacity 19 Cubic feet / 16 Bushels
Load Capacity 350 lbs.
Shipping Weight 55 lbs. for standard part only
Non-stackable (3) across (63) per standard trailer
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Dimensions 63½” L x 39½” W x 31½” H Inside Depth: 65”
Capacity 25 Bushels
Load Capacity 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight 90 lbs. for standard part only
fits 42 per std. trailer

Overview: These Utility-Trux are traditionally popular in the
Northeast, but are now growing to be a standard at laundry
facilities across the country. The unique body style of these
Utility-Trux allow them to be a multifunctional cart for the collection and sorting of linen. The P319 is ideal for sorting out torn,
stained or generally unusable linen.

Overview: This single rib rugged cart is found primarily in
laundries, designed to handle heavy wet loads of linen.
The 24P24 offers easy handling, loading and unloading of
bulky items and has a rolled top for easier handling and
transportation. They also nest 6 high and stack for efficient
storage and transport.
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Dimensions 42½”L X 28½” W X 34½” H
Capacity 16 Bushels
Load Capacity 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight 90 lbs. for standard part only
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Dimensions 53½” L x 28½” W x 33½” H
Capacity 18 Bushels
Load Capacity 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight 104 lbs. for standard part only
fits 42 per std. trailer
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Dimensions 53½” L x 28½” W x 45” H
Capacity 27 Bushels
Load Capacity 1000 lbs.
Shipping Weight 119 lbs. for standard part only

5 4 P 4 0 E R G O U T I L I T Y-T R U X

designed to take a beating while also being a safe and ergonomic
in-plant option. As an added ergonomic option, the 54P40E
features a lower cut out in one of the walls to provide better
accessibility for team members.

Overview: This larger Utility-Trux option is a popular unit
when it comes to efficiently and effectively moving items
around within a facility. They are commonly used in the laundry
industry, particularly by uniform companies and in cleanroom
applications. Their waterproof, rugged, low-center-of-gravity body
and industrial strength swivel casters make the 54P16 easy to roll,
easy to maneuver and able to withstand heavy loads.
Overview: This larger Utility-Trux option is a popular unit
when it comes to efficiently and effectively moving items
around within a facility. They are commonly used in the
laundry industry, particularly by uniform companies and in
cleanroom applications. Their waterproof, rugged, lowcenter-of-gravity body and industrial strength swivel casters
make the 54P18 easy to roll, easy to maneuver and able to
withstand heavy loads.
Overview: This larger Utility-Trux option is a popular unit when
it comes to efficiently and effectively moving items around within
a facility. Their waterproof, rugged, low-center-of-gravity body and
industrial strength swivel casters make the 54P26 easy to roll,
easy to maneuver and able to withstand heavy loads. The ribs and
solid rim across the top of all four walls provides added strength
to these Utility-Trux.
Overview: These durable Utility-Trux are large, rugged and
efficient carts designed for a number of applications in various
industries including laundry, material handling, e-scrap and
ecommerce fulfillment. Their waterproof, rugged, low-centerof-gravity body and industrial strength swivel casters make the
54P40 Utility-Trux easy to roll, easy to maneuver and able to
withstand heavy loads. The ribs and solid rim across the top of all
four walls provides added strength to these nestable Utility-Trux.
Great for linen drops from either slings or dryers, these units are

Dimensions 76” L x 40½” W x 32” H
Capacity 32 Bushels
Load Capacity 1200 lbs.

3 9 S E R I E S U T I L I T Y-T R U X

Overview: The multi-purpose 39 Series Utility-Trux are an
ergonomic, economical and dependable option for laundries,
hospitals, hotels, health clubs, aquatic facilities, and industrial
facilities. The rounded roll-top rim combined with a pan metal
base on this light duty unit helps keep team members safe and
productive. The optional spring-platform adds to the versatility
of these Utility-Trux while supporting ergonomics on the job.

Capacity Outside Dimensions
Model Number

The entire 39 Series of Utility-Trux (39-6, 39-8, 39-12, 39-14,
39-16, 39-18, 39-20) can be fitted with a hanging springloaded platform that rises as goods are removed to keep
work positioned at the right height and reduce bending and
reaching. The spring platform encases smooth, waterproof
vinyl around a rigid, plywood platform to handle a variety
of products.All 39 Series Utility-Trux nest when empty for
space-saving storage and transport.

Cu. Ft.

Bu.

Length

Width

Depth

Overall ht.

Base

39-8 Utility Truck

10

8

37

25 ½

23 ½

27 ½

Flat

39-12 Utility Truck

15

39 ½

29 ½

28

32

39-6 Utility Truck
39-10 Utility Truck
39-14 Utility Truck
39-16 Utility Truck
39-18 Utility Truck
39-20 Utility Truck

7

6

34

12

10

39 ½

17

14

43

20
22
24

12
16

43 ½

20

51

18

45 ½

24

27 ½
31 ½
32

33 ½
35 ½

TILT-TRUX

1/2 YARD TILT-TRUX®

Overview: These heavy-duty, industrial strength, extra-durable,
rotomolded Tilt-Trux are also environmentally friendly and made
of 70% “post consumer” recycled material. They have been, and
continue to be, an integral part of janitorial, recycling and waste
management efforts all around the world for transporting heavy
loads. The Half Yard Tilt-Trux have steel support framing, metal
free interior and use industrial-strength wheels and casters to
handle up to 850 pounds of trash, construction and demolition
material, and are tough enough to withstand the harshest

1 YARD TILT-TRUX®
Overview: These heavy-duty, industrial strength, extra-durable,
rotomolded Tilt-Trux are environmentally friendly and made of
70% “post consumer” recycled material. They have been, and
continue to be, an integral part of janitorial, recycling and waste
management efforts all around the world for transporting heavy
loads. The One Yard Tilt-Trux have steel support framing, metal
free interior and use industrial-strength wheels and casters to
handle up to 850 pounds of trash, construction and demolition
1-1/2 YARD TILT-TRUX®

Overview: These heavy-duty, industrial strength, extradurable, rotomolded Tilt-Trux are also environmentally friendly
and made of 70% “post consumer” recycled material. They have
been, and continue to be, an integral part of janitorial, recycling
and waste management efforts all around the world for
transporting heavy loads. The One and A Half Yard Tilt-Trux have
steel support framing, metal free interior and use industrialstrength wheels and casters to handle up to 1200 pounds of

21
25
28

25
29
32

30

34 ½

30

34

30

34

Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat

Pan
Pan

BULK CONTAINERS

P333 BULK CONTAINER

Overview: This rugged, durable bulk container made of High
Density Polyethylene (HDPE) has features that contribute to easy
lifting and storing and is taller than the P291. Built with two-way
fork access to make lifting easier and safer, the P333 is also
nestable for better shipping, handling and storage when empty.
All P333’s come standard with a rotomolded lid, allowing them

P433 BULK CONTAINER

Overview: This rugged, durable bulk container, similar to the
P333, is made of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) and has
unique loading and unloading features for even greater ease of
use. Built with forklift slots on all 4 sides, forklift drivers can
locate access points quickly from any side without using their
forks to rotate the container, potentially causing damage. Also,
team members no longer need to think about how to position

P291 BULK CONTAINER (UN/DOT)
weather conditions. Their 10-inch rubber wheels with 4-inch
rubber swivel casters make these easy to maneuver over almost
any terrain. Optional Tilt-Trux Lids also available for each size.
Dimensions 54” L x 26” W x 32” D x 38”H
Capacity 1/2 cubic yard
Load Capacity 850 lbs.
Shipping Weight 116 lbs.

material, and are tough enough to withstand the harshest weather conditions. Their 10-inch rubber wheels with 4-inch rubber
swivel casters make these easy to maneuver over almost any
terrain. Optional Tilt-Trux Lids also available for each size.
Dimensions 70” L x 32.5” W x 37” D x 44” H
Capacity 1.1 cubic yard
Load Capacity 850 lbs.
trash, construction and demolition material, and are tough
enough to withstand the harshest weather conditions. Their
12-inch wheels with 5-inch swivel casters make these easy to
maneuver over almost any terrain. Optional Tilt-Trux Lids also
available for each size.
Dimensions 79.5” L x 40.5” W x 41.5” D x 48.5” H
Capacity 1 1/2 cubic yard
Load Capacity 1200 lbs.

Overview: This rugged, durable bulk container is the same
as the popular P291 with features added to earn it the UN/DOT
certification for secure storage and transport of regulated and
unregulated materials. The breakthrough fastening system
securely attaches the lid to the container to ensure contents
stay inside when flipped over. And, if an accident occurs during
transport or with a forklift, the precious cargo remains inside
and intact. Stacks when covered and nests when empty, fitted

INNOVATIVE CONTAINER
THE LINEN LOCKER

Overview: This new and innovative product was designed for
optimum security and safety for collection and pick up of bulk
items, both indoor and outdoor. Previously, team members and
employees were using the 72P with lid and door causing some
challenges. Items were exposed to the elements or removed
altogether when the lid and door were not closed and locked
properly. Also, multiple parties were sharing keys resulting in
lost keys and compromised security. To address this problem,
engineers added an accessible opening to make linen drop off
easier and a rounded top to ensure snow and rain roll off easily
to protect the contents of the container. The keyless drop off

to be easily stacked when full. The smooth poly interior ensures
complete emptying every time.
Dimensions Top, Outside: 45”x 45” Footprint: 44”x 44”
Overall Height: 44¼” covered
Capacity 35 cubic feet
Load Capacity 800 lbs.
Shipping Weight 120 lbs. for standard part only
the container when loading or stacking. They stack 2 high filled
and covered and nest when empty without jamming together.
Dimensions Top, Outside: 47½”x 47½” Footprint: 44”x 44”
Overall Height: 40¼” covered
Capacity 35 cubic feet
Load Capacity 1200 lbs.
Shipping Weight 112 lbs. for standard part only Part(s) 1-2 3-5
Freight Class 250 150
with four, military-grade, side release buckles, and durable,
waterproof, poly nylon straps.
UN/DOT certification number for 2019 –
11H2/Y/*/USA/+AA7248/907/445
Dimensions Top, Outside: 45”x 45” Footprint: 44”x 44”
Overall Height: 33” covered
Capacity 27½ cubic feet
Load Capacity 807 lbs

makes it more convenient for multiple users and the optional
lockable chute can be added in place of the opening, if desired.
The addition of the secure door with the lockable hasp on the side
guarantees greater security of items in the locker as well as easier
and quicker pickup and drop off for the route drivers.
Dimensions 80” H x 47.5” W x 47.5” D
Capacity 54 cubic feet of volume below front opening
Load Capacity 1250 lbs.
Shipping Weight 280 lbs. for standard part on pallet
NOTE: Linen Locker fits 26 per standard trailer
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